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I would recommend this book to anyone who enjoys paranormal, sexy mÃƒÂ©nage, and alpha male

heroes who have the right combination of dominant, bad ass and scary without ever being

meanÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ ~ Accolades and Book BurningsAfter years in foster care, Breanne Gallagher has the

stable life sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s always wanted, living with her foster-sister and working as a chef. Then

one devastating night, a hellish creature invades her apartment and shatters her fragile existence.

Shifting between monster and man, it slaughters her foster sister and assaults Bree. Alone,

wounded, her beloved home tainted by gruesome memories, Bree flees to a tiny wilderness town,

following her only clue to her past. Shapeshifting warriors, Zeb and Shay move from one pack to

another, hunting the hellhounds which prey on their kind. Assigned to Cold Creek, they manage a

decrepit fishing lodge for their "human" cover. Their first renter is a pretty human female who

trembles at the sight of themÃ¢â‚¬â€•yet stands her ground. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s foolishly courageous,

ferociously determined, and heartbreakingly hurt. Although shapeshifters arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t attracted to

humans, this femaleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s beauty and compelling scent ignites longings neither loner ever

expected to face.Bree is healing, learning to shoot the biggest pistol she can find, and overcoming

her fears, especially of the two deadly, disconcertingly attractive hunters. Her life is back on

trackÃ¢â‚¬Â¦until she tries to save a little girl from a hellhound and discovers that everything she

knows about herself is false.
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Ah, where to start . . . First, I confess a bias toward this author's work. Her series Masters of the

Shadowlands, is bar none, the best in the genre. There was a time when I got upset that she was

writing something else instead of more "masters", but then I would read the other books. Then I

would get hooked on the other books too and wanted her to write faster. It has now reached a point

where I begrudge her the time she takes to sleep! Her different series are ALL that good! Must

reads! Must read the day they are released!This seires, The Wild Hunt Legacy, is a new favorite of

mine. I'd never really liked "shifter" stories much, until Cherise Sinclair wrote one. The first in the

series, The Hour of the Lion, introduced a fictitious town, Cold Creek, hypothetically near my home

town of Seattle. There is such detail about Seattle and the surrounding area, that I was surprised,

usually people who don't live here or have not spent time here get it wrong. She brought the town to

life and I end up having to convince myself "This is fiction, you cannot hop in your car and go find

these people.", but you sure want to! The first book introduces us to the people who live in Cold

Creek and the history and traditions of the "shifters" and other Fey culture. The story is filled with

action, mystery, hot sex scenes, unpredictable events and situations, hot sex scenes, strong female

characters, strong gorgeous magic males with sensitivity and scorching abilities to make females

melt into sated puddles. That was the Hour of the Lion and I discussed it at some length because

you need to read it first to appreciate the skill with which Cherise leads into the second book in the

series. You will enjoy this second book much more if you know the Cold Creek inhabitants and their

stories already.Winter of the Wolfe has an even more complex story than the first book. Again, a

strong female lead,Bree, who, after the traumatic death of a friend and her own assault and near

death, finds herself involved with two powerful and desirable magic males, Shay and Zeb. These

males have their own traumatic histories. They all meet in Cold Creek where we get more of our

great characters from the first book. There are numerous layers to the story but Cherise blends

them perfectly into this one story. The relationships of three protagonists are filled with heat, hot

love and oh my god, more hot love. The story takes you on an exciting roller coaster in and out of

danger and pack political intrigue and did I mention, hot love. All of the characters are multi

dimensional. No flat cookie cutter characters ever in books by this authorNow I want the next book



in the series. ARE YOU LISTENING CHERISE? NO MORE SLEEPING MORE THAN 2 HOURS A

DAY. MORE MASTERS AND MORE WILD HUNT LEGACY, ASAP!CHERISE IS "THE" BEST AT

MASTERS AND SHIFTERS AND HOT LOVE! UNFORTUATELY HER BOOKS ARE ADDICTING.

YOU WILL FIND YOURSELF WRITING ON HER FACEBOOK PAGE, TELLING HER TO WRITE

FASTER AND STOP SLEEPING SO MUCh.

I loved and hated this booked with a passion. It has everything but a dual pair of balls. Or maybe

that is the problem...the balls are not up to the task. Each and everyone of their individual stories is

heartwarming. It yanks at all the right strings. They fight the good fight until almost the end.Spoilers

ahead...In this relationship, the H is the bigger person of all them. She fights for them over and over.

That is not to say the h's don't. They face their God's for her. They fight their destinies' for her. Then

by a quirk they end up with someone else. Do they fight it? No the h's just go with the flow. Oops, it

happened ...sorry, forget that we fought against everything else...we can't fight this. Sorry, we will

have to "mate" someone else, our bad. After everything that was a total slap in the face. Whatever

ground those two had gained they lost it then and there.I was aghast. So, their goes our heroine and

fights for them again. And immediately after everything is happy go lucky. I would have fought for

them. Then I would have taken a step back and made them work for it again. That last plot did not

add the story. It detracted from them all.I bought the book. I won't reread it. The ending was such for

me, that I am not going to ask for a refund as I bought it to read it. But, I am hoping one day, my

brain will forget the book. I would scrub my brain cells clean of this if I could.

How one book could be all of the above I have no clue, but Ms. Sinclair has done it here. The writing

is intelligent, it's well edited and the storyline is thought-provoking. Characters from the first book

are nicely represented, and the overall location continuity is great. Plus humorous moments, like

someone almost explaining to a human that "Brownies" are not made, they're born, or the spaghetti

sauce enabled take-down of a Hellhound are priceless! Light touches at the right time give this story

texture and dimension.It was one of those, "I laughed, I cried, I held my breath" kind of reads that I

know I'll be reading again.In the future I would love to see a book featuring Donal, the healer. Any

character that relieved not to be mated deserves his own rocky road to an HEA. Besides, he's got

this sort of tantric vibe to him that I think could be really yummy;-)Regardless of the genre, Cherise

Sinclair is always an auto-buy for me. If you enjoyed the first book in the series, you'll love this one!

A great book with hellhounds, shifters, hot m/f and menage m/f/m sex. Storyline comes with main



characters who all had difficult beginnings yet stayed incredibly strong, each in their own ways.

Strong cultural, family values & lifelong mates are revered even though they each feel it is

unattainable for themselves. The journey the author takes us on evokes both strong and

lighthearted emotions leading, thank goodness, to an extremely satisfying HEA! *POSSIBLE

TRIGGER for SOME readers: Sexual Assault, details minimal*

Love reading Sinclair, even in this genre she doesn't disappoint. Great series, very detailed

characters. I enjoy this venture into the shifting world. She still creates an emotional story that

makes you want it to never end. Thankfully she has a talent for interweaving the characters & their

stories, you never truly leave......AWESOME
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